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Firearm Injury Prevention in Clinical Practice: Staying on Message

Each year approximately 33,000 Americans die by firearm, among them over 2500 children and teens younger than 20 years of age, about 7 per day. Two to 3 times as many are hospitalized for a nonfatal gunshot injury. Over one-half of deaths are homicide, over one-third are suicides, and less than 200 are considered unintentional.1 When compared with other developed nations, US children under 15 years of age are 12 times more likely to be killed by a gun, including 10 times more likely to die of a gun suicide and 9 times more likely to die of an unintentional gun injury.2 Guns are ubiquitous in the US; there is nearly 1 firearm for each person in our country.3 Approximately one-half of all homes contain at least 1 gun, including those homes with children.4 It is realistic, therefore, to expect that most US children have a high probability of being in an environment with a gun at some point.

Like home medicines, cleaning products, swimming pools, and unsecured furniture in the home, guns, if not properly secured, represent a clear danger to children. Unlike most other injury risks in the home, firearms have a much higher case fatality. If a teenager, in a suicide attempt turns to pills, less than 5% of the time he/she will end their life; if a gun is chosen for the suicide attempt, that probability is greater than 80%.5 Solid evidence indicates safe storage (gun locked and unloaded with ammunition locked separately) significantly reduces the risk of suicide and unintentional injury for children and teens.6 Although training children not to handle firearms is important, we know that gun avoidance programs (teaching kids "don’t touch," "tell an adult") are not effective in preventing children from handling guns.7,8 We know that nearly 1 in 10 families with guns admit to keeping at least 1 gun loaded and unlocked, and nearly one-half keep at least 1 gun unlocked.9 Thus, promotion of safe firearm storage is a vital part of injury prevention.
routinely covered during anticipatory guidance in well child care in addition to other relevant clinical scenarios, such as behavior and mental health visits.

Unfortunately, the topic of firearms is politicized, polarizing, and highly emotional. Despite widespread public support, including by gun owners, our elected officials have repeatedly failed to move the needle on any federal policy related to regulation of firearms. Several governmental actions have had direct and negative consequences for medical research and clinical practice. Since 1996, Federal funding for firearm injury research has been effectively prohibited, creating a void of understanding of firearm injury cause and prevention. “Gag” law legislation, which prohibits physicians from asking about guns in the home, has been introduced in several states, starting in Florida where the legal challenges are ongoing. Child access prevention legislation and laws, which create legal consequences for injuries sustained as the result of an unsecured weapon, have failed in several states but have been enacted in some. It is within this societal context that we, as pediatricians, must attempt to effectively prevent our patients from being killed or injured by firearms.

There is a serious lack of research in the last 20 years on best ways to approach firearm injury prevention in clinical practice. Given the increase in media attention following a number of mass shootings, the increase in gun sales following these events, the ongoing public debate on gun regulation, the increase in liberalization of conceal carry regulations, and protection as the leading reason for gun ownership, it is imperative to understand the attitudes, beliefs, and feelings of the families we serve on this issue. Finding out “where people are” is a key first step to planning and implementing effective counseling and education. The study by Garbutt et al in this volume of The Journal does just that. They report the findings of their survey, which asked whether parents are receptive to discussing firearm safety with their pediatricians and examined whether there were differences based on gun ownership. They also inquired whether respondents had been asked by their child’s pediatrician about guns in the home and their storage. Their findings included: (1) a minority of parents reported that their pediatricians asked about guns in the home; (2) the majority of parents were receptive to screening for guns in the home during their child’s health care visit; and (3) gun owners were less likely than nonowners to be receptive to screening for guns in the home, but the majority of both owners and nonowners thought pediatricians should advise on the safest way to store firearms in the home. This study, similar to a previous studies, supports routine firearm injury prevention activity by primary care providers but does raise the question of how best to do this, given differences between gun owners and nonowners in direct screening for guns in the home. The studies suggest that universal provision of safety information rather than direct screening be considered. However, providing information universally (and only information) has not been demonstrated to be an effective intervention for other childhood injuries. Doing so as a means to not offend gun owners is questionable, not only because of potential lack of effectiveness, but also because it avoids the important work of changing parental risk perception for child exposure to guns. On the other hand, asking about a gun in the child’s home does not address the dangers surrounding guns in homes children and teens visit and work. What should be done? Future research comparing universal information provision with a more focused approach may help settle these questions. Like other sensitive topics (e.g., adolescent sexual health and intimate partner violence), much can be learned about how to effectively address risk by better understanding the feelings, thoughts, and opinions of the target group with qualitative studies and survey work.

Pediatrics is unique in many ways but 2 aspects of pediatrics that apply directly to approaching firearm injury prevention in the clinical practice setting are integration of developmental stage into care and relationship with the parent/caregiver as proxy for the child. These values, in addition to basing care on existing valid evidence, are paramount to our effectiveness as clinicians.

Approaches by clinicians in the broad area of behavior change are best planned on a solid foundation of understanding the attitudes, knowledge, and beliefs of the target audience (our patients and their families). The principles of motivation interviewing are important to consider in addressing health behaviors, which may involve sensitive topics (teen sexual activity, gun ownership).

Most importantly, the authors make the suggestion that pediatricians consider approaching firearm injury prevention as experts in child development rather than experts in firearms safety. By framing the discussion with a focus on the developmental stage of the child and underscoring the fact that training children about dangers must align with their developmental capabilities helps the child healthcare provider speak credibly and authentically. Although the difference between “gun safety” and “child safety” may seem subtle, such a shift allows a consistent approach to home injury prevention across mechanisms of injury with the focus on the child, not the gun. It is in the realm of child health and development that pediatricians have the strongest voice, the most knowledge, and the most credibility. Little children are curious and big children (teens) are impulsive, so exposure to unsecured guns can lead to tragic outcomes that cannot be prevented by child education. Who better to deliver this message than pediatricians? ■
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Child- and Parent-Reported Health: The Rashōmon Effect of Multiple Realities

Using person- (patient-) reported health outcome measures is an important approach to evaluate people’s health, their response to treatment, and the quality of life that reflects their own perspectives unfiltered by interpretations from healthcare professionals. This concept, which has been gaining acceptance, arises from well-researched evidence that only people with chronic health conditions have the ability to evaluate their own health based on their individual factors, preferences, and life situations.

Many validated person- (patient-) reported health outcome measures have been developed in an attempt to capture accurately the constructs of interest. However, self-reported measures can be applied only to people who have the capacity and capability to rate their own health. Proxy ratings, done by individuals who are considered appropriate surrogates, are often used to replace or complement the perspectives of persons who are considered less capable of rating their own health. Proxy ratings, done by individuals who are considered appropriate surrogates, are often used to replace or complement the perspectives of persons who are considered less capable of rating their own health.

In pediatric healthcare, parents and other caregivers traditionally have been consulted to report on their child’s health. Researchers have frequently suggested that caregivers would have sufficient objectivity to reflect the child’s own perceptions. The children themselves were considered to be too immature and unreliable to report on their own health. Fortunately, over the last 2 decades, children have been invited to participate actively in the development of health measures using robust qualitative and quantitative research methodologies. These efforts have confirmed that from the cognitive age of 8 years and onward, children can independently, accurately, and reliably report about their own health, attitudes, and feelings. Today, person- (patient-) reported health outcome measures are considered the criterion standard to evaluate adults and children with impairments and disability.

Researchers have identified repeatedly that children’s self-reports and parents’ proxy reports are not always concordant. The reasons for this discrepancy stem from subjective personal realities, perceptions, valuation, and views by the reporting person. In the social sciences, this phenomenon of multiple sometimes conflicting realities was coined as the Rashōmon effect.

In this famous Japanese tale, set in the 12th century, a notorious bandit attacked a samurai and his wife in the woods. The wife was ravished and the samurai was later found dead. The bandit was captured and brought to trial. Attending the trial were the bandit, the samurai’s wife, a woodcutter who witnessed the scene, and a priest who had sighted the samurai and his wife earlier that day. Because their accounts of the event were significantly contradictory, a medium was asked to call upon the dead samurai, who told yet another different version of events. When the tale is over, the reader realizes that even though none of the versions is a truthful objective account, all must be true at least from the character’s own unique perspective.

A number of causes for discrepancy among raters have been explored. One is the depression distortion hypothesis, whereby raters with depression tend to score poorer on numerous health variables. Another potential cause is the concept of the disability paradox, where some persons with impairments, against all odds, are satisfied with their life and rate their health similar to typical children.

In this volume of The Journal, Eom et al examine the behavioral profile of youth with epilepsy as assessed by the youth themselves and their parents and compared with their typically developed siblings. This study examined a community-based cohort of children with epilepsy from Connecticut who did not have any major comorbidities (so-called...